
POLARIZED 
AMERICA



STATING THE 
PROBLEM

Conservatives, Liberals, Progressives, Libertarians, and others



Evidence of political polarization

◦ Roll call voting shows increasing polarization over past 23 years especially
◦ Thus, impeachment…along party lines

◦ Views of Trump:  “largest [difference] ever measured” between parties

◦ Views of the opposite party:   "the level of division and animosity -- including 
negative sentiments among partisans toward the members of the opposing party --
has only deepened.”

◦ Negative—anger and hatred of the other—rather than positive motivations for 
voting: 42% believe the other side is evil

◦ Distrust of institutions:
◦ For Democrats, lower trust in traditional family institutions, traditional religious 

institutions, the economic system
◦ Republicans have lower trust in the scientific process, higher education, mass media, the 

state (government)

◦ “Media bubbles” shows polarization in where we get our news

◦ Social sorting demonstrates that polarization is affecting where we live and work



Polarization today

◦ Dealing with Covid shows polarization in action
◦ Democrats in Congress focused on science and safety
◦ Republicans in Congress focused on jobs and liberty
◦ Trump cited federalism and empowered the governors

◦ Earliest openings, based on need to restart economy, from Republican governors
◦ Strictest enforcement actions, based on latest science, from Democratic governors

◦ A series of issues have been heatedly debated: 
◦ Who is to blame for so many dead Americans:  Trump or China?
◦ Did China create the virus or was the virus a natural disaster?
◦ Do masks and lockdowns effectively protect us or are they another way to control Americans?

◦ The  decision by the Biden Administration to nationalize  vaccine mandates has increased 
polarization and led to “vaccine resistance”

◦ Disturbances across the nation because of police shootings  – what does this tell us about 
polarization?
◦ Race, racism, racialist thinking still present and causing societal as well as political polarization
◦ The Left has focused on injustice, the Right on the rule of law
◦ Were they demonstrations, protests, or riots?
◦ Are BLM and Antifa forces for good or are they Marxists seeking to divide our nation?

◦ Disturbances after the election and failure to accept results
◦ For Democrats:  an insurrection; Joe Biden won popular vote and electoral college fairly
◦ For Republicans:  a demonstration with unarmed woman shot dead; Biden cheated to win
◦ But this is not the first election where the results have been questioned; 2000, 2004, 2016, it was Democrats 

and the Left that questioned whether the Republican had cheated or deserved to win
◦ In 2016, the Left began a “resistance” against Trump that persisted until 2021



Why polarization?

◦ Conservatives and Progressives, and those Liberals or Libertarians who agree with them, 
are the center of the polarization
◦ In debates, political engagements, voting, and policies, Progressives and Conservatives 

consistently confront each other and refuse to support the other

◦ In Congress in particular, the two blocs consistently line up against each other on specific laws 
and policies

◦ Both sides deny that this is not about politics per se: rather politics reflect a deeper 
disagreement
◦ They both say this is about “values”—i.e. their moral vision of the universe: of right and wrong, 

good and evil

◦ This means that the core of the problem is a disagreement about philosophy, ideology, religion; 
our deepest held beliefs

◦ In particular, there is a direct contradiction between the Conservative value of “freedom” and 
the Progressive value of “equality”

◦ How can we compromise on our deepest held beliefs and moral values?



CONSERVATIVES
AND

PROGRESSIVES



Conservatism

Ordered liberty:  “Freedom, individuality, 

the sense of community, the sanctity of the 

family, the supremacy of the conscience, the 

spiritual view of life.”



Six conservatisms

◦ Traditionalist [Burkean]

◦ Small government

◦ Social

◦ National security

◦ Fusionist/Reaganite

◦ Trumpian



Progressivism

◦ Freedom, in its fullest sense, including negative freedom from undue 

coercion by government or society and the effective freedom of every 

person to lead a fulfilling and economically secure life

◦ The common good, broadly meaning a commitment in government 

and society to placing public needs and the concerns of the least 

well-off above narrow self-interest or the demands of the privileged

◦ Pragmatism, both in its philosophical form of evaluating ideas based 

on their real world consequences rather than abstract ideals, and in 

more practical terms as an approach to problem solving grounded in 

science, empirical evidence, and policy experimentation

◦ Equality, as first put forth by Jefferson in the Declaration of 

Independence and updated in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and 

rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.”

◦ Social justice, the proper arrangement of law, society, and the 

economy to ensure that all people have the formal and informal 

capacity to shape their own lives and realize their dreams

◦ Democracy, the full participation of citizens in the major decisions 

and debates that affect their lives

◦ Cooperation and interdependence, particularly as these ideas relate 

to global affairs, an overall humanitarian vision, and the importance 

of shared social and economic knowledge



Six progressivisms

◦Feminists

◦LGBTQ+

◦Black Lives Matter

◦Latinx

◦Academic fusionists

◦Social justice activists



The main point of public contention

Freedom vs. Equality



A (VERY) BRIEF HISTORY 
OF PROGRESSIVISM AND 

CONSERVATISM



Early progressivism and early conservatism

◦ Progressivism was a movement of the late 19th and early 20th century

◦ As the name suggests, it was predicated on welcoming and encouraging progress: scientific, technological, 
economic, political, and social

◦ Progressives supported capitalism, but slightly modified to include more support for ordinary workers and a belief 
that monopolies were wrong

◦ They supported America and were deeply patriotic

◦ Their support of science included innovation, invention, free inquiry, but also the latest scientific theories of 
evolution and social Darwinism—i.e. racism and eugenics

◦ They viewed religion as good for social control, but were not religious themselves

◦ In addition, they believed that government could be a force for good in restraining evil and promoting good values

◦ Conservatism had two different meanings, on the other hand

◦ Burkean conservatism supported liberty, tradition, no revolutionary social change, social hierarchies, and religion 
as the source of values, and therefore supported the Constitution as it was originally understood.

◦ Southern conservatism was held only by white southerners.  They wanted a retention of white supremacy in the 
South and elsewhere, and therefore also supported racism.  However, they held freedom, liberty, independence and 
all the rights enshrined in the Constitution as key values for themselves and, like Black southerners, were very 
religious.



Common 
Ground

Early Progressivism 
and Conservatism 

together

• Shared concepts led to national unity
• The most important shared concept: 

patriotism or love of country
• A result of the aftermath of the Civil War and of 

“Americanization”
• To bring together the nation after the Civil War, 

focus on unity rather than justice for African-
Americans

• To unite the country as a whole when 
immigration threatened to tear it apart, focus on 
commonalities (common language, culture, 
history of America) and patriotism

• Shared fear of “Reds,” support for American 
economic success, belief in capitalism and 
the “American Way”
• Unlimited opportunities meant that hard work 

would lead to success
• If you were poor, it was mostly your own fault

• Agreed about race
• The superiority of the white race
• The superiority of white Protestants in particular



Disputes and 
disagreements

Early Progressivism 
and Conservatism 

apart

• Disagreements were significant, however, but 

downplayed at the national level until 1929

• Most important disagreement: what should be the 

role of government in public life?

• Late 19th century Progressives believed in 

effective and efficient federal governance led by 

a technocracy

• Proto-Conservatives believed in small 

government and federalism

• Also disagreed about power

• Liberals and Proto-Conservatives said power 

always  corrupted

• Early Progressives believed it could be used 

wisely for the good of the nation and that 

ordinary workers needed more power

• Disputes over American engagement in the world

• Proto-Conservatives were isolationist

• Liberals and Progressives were internationalists

• Ex:  Wilson vs Coolidge



A new (proto) Progressivism

◦ After 1945, new versions of both of these ideologies would arise

◦ The new Progressivism was not called progressivism: rather it was called first “leftism” and 

then “the New Left” after it fully developed in the late 1960s.

◦ Proto-Progressivism, 1930-1960
◦ Nazism, the Frankfurt School, and Critical Theory
◦ The Frankfurt School in exile: Columbia and C Wright Mills
◦ Saul Alinsky and social justice
◦ The Cold War
◦ The Civil Rights Movement
◦ SLATE and the FSM
◦ Erich Fromm and “freedom to”

◦ The New Left
◦ Tom Hayden
◦ SDS and social activism
◦ Vietnam
◦ Annus Horribilis:  1968
◦ The New Left after 1968
◦ Saul Alinsky redux and Redux Saul Alinsky



A new Conservatism

◦ The new Conservatism developed during the 1950s and 1960s, but did not have a unified form 

until after 1973

◦ The new Conservatism, 1955-1963
◦ Nazism and Communism
◦ The Cold War and anti-Communist movements
◦ The external and internal threat to freedom
◦ William F. Buckley, Jr., the National Review, and Young Americans for Freedom
◦ A transformation on race

◦ The new Conservatism, 1964-1973
◦ Barry Goldwater and the 1964 election
◦ Ronald Reagan and “A Time For Choosing”
◦ Phyllis Schlafly and a grassroots Conservative movement
◦ The influence of the 1960s
◦ The Heritage Foundation creates the new Conservatism



Complex
ideological 

development
(1)

◦ The New Progressivism (2.0):
◦ The Frankfurt School + C. Wright Mills = American 

Critical Theory; 
◦ American Critical Theory + the Civil Rights Movement  

and the Cold War = American Leftism;
◦ American Leftism + Tom Hayden and Saul Alinsky = The 

New Left; 
◦ The New Left + Critical Legal Theory (CLT) and Bonilla-Silva 

= Critical Race Theory (CRT); 

◦ The New Left + Foucault and Butler = Critical Gender Theory 

(CGT); 
◦ The New Left + Habermas = Academic Critical Theory (ACT)

◦ The New Left + Podesta = the New Progressivism (1.0); 

◦ The New Progressivism (1.0) + ACT + CRT + CGT = The 
New Progressivism (2.0)



Progressivism becomes a movement and evolves

◦ Two critical decades

◦ A necessary preliminary:  the Sexual Revolution

◦ What happened to the New Left?

◦ Michel Foucault and Jürgen Habermas

◦ Critical Race Theory:  Derrick Bell and Eduardo Bonilla-Silva

◦ Critical Gender Theory and the linkage between race and gender: Judith Butler

◦ The rise of the new Progressivism—from 1.0-2.0

◦ Progressivism 1.0: Human Rights Campaign (Fund), MoveOn, CAP, and Podesta

◦ The academy become Progressive (2.0)

◦ From the academy to Washington







Conservatism becomes a coalition and collapses

◦ The rise of Social Conservatives

◦ A necessary preliminary: the Sexual Revolution

◦ The Right-to-Life Movement begins

◦ Phyllis Schlafly and the pro-life movement

◦ The Moral Majority and Christian Coalition

◦ Francis Schaeffer

◦ The Conservative coalition

◦ Ronaldus Magnus: the vital role of Ronald Reagan and the Reagan Revolution

◦ The role of Heritage, CWA, and FRC

◦ The collapse of 1992

◦ George HW Bush

◦ The social conservative/small government divide returns

◦ 1994 does not heal the divide

◦ 9/11 papers over the divide, but it soon returns



Eight polarizing events, 2000-present

◦ The contested election and conservative agenda of George W. Bush

◦ The Iraq War—and the subsequent 2004 election

◦ The progressive agenda of Barack Obama

◦ Marriage equality and its aftermath

◦ The shock of Donald Trump and his suspected agenda

◦ The Supreme Court as civil war

◦ Pandemic and protests

◦ The contested election and suspected agenda of Joe Biden



◦ Unexpected death of Scalia, a Conservative Justice, gave Progressives and Liberals hope

◦ With President Obama at the helm, the Court could be swung in a more centrist or even leftist 
direction

◦ Instead, Conservative Republican-dominated Senate used maneuver to prevent vote

◦ Merrick Garland was seen as a moderate; was nothing acceptable except hard Conservatives?

◦ Anger, but also anxiety that Conservatives would use Brett Kavanaugh to implement President 
Trump’s suspected far Right agenda—thus Resistance to his appointment

◦ Conservatives understood the problem differently: this began with Robert Bork, in 1987

◦ Despite having a Conservative President Reagan at the helm, for the first time a judge was denied a 
seat on the Supreme Court not because he was unqualified, unethical, or because he was a crony—but 
for ideological reasons (too Conservative)

◦ Was nothing acceptable to “Liberals” except activist and leftist judges?

◦ “Borked” became a noun; every time a judge was denied for this reason, Conservative anger and 
anxiety grew:  “Liberals” used the courts to impose Roe v. Wade, gay marriage, to attack Christianity

◦ The fight over Kavanaugh and Coney Barrett and threats to pack the Court showed that Conservative 
suspicions about the Left’s motives were true

Given the groups’ anxieties, controlling the Court became an existential necessity for both.

The Supreme Court as civil war



Contested election and suspected agenda of Joe Biden

◦ Conservatives believed from the start that the election was stolen from Trump
◦ Election in every lost Red state had stories that explained why Biden had only appeared to defeat Trump

◦ Chinese hacked voting machines to support their favored candidate

◦ Democrats xeroxed or simply filled in hundred of ballots

◦ Trump votes were lost mysteriously while Biden votes were as mysteriously found

◦ Demands for recounts, investigations, and finally audits of all contested votes
◦ Decision by Supreme Court not to intervene this time seen as cowardice (afraid that the Democrats would pack the Court)

◦ Other courts also dismissed charges as unfounded,  so no recount was done

◦ This fed anxieties and beliefs in a rigged election—they have made certain that no Trump would ever be elected again

◦ Conservatives also believed from the start that Joe Biden was a Manchurian Candidate for the far left
◦ Did not believe that he was a moderate, saw Kamala Harris or Ron Klain as the true President, believed that all the gains of 

Trump would be undone

◦ Actions taken by President Biden since inauguration seen as fitting this read of the new President

◦ January 6 shows new polarization on Right and Left
◦ Anxiety, anger, and action by both—both feel threatened, both believe the other side wants them dead

◦ Ron Klain, a Progressive, in charge of new definition of extremism by the Biden Administration
◦ Includes anyone who voted for Trump as well as searches through social media to prove White Supremacy

◦ Called domestic terrorism and using the IC and FBI as tools

◦ Lawsuits, audits, fighting CRT dominating Conservative action, but anxiously watching  what the new President is doing



What divided America after 1945?

◦ The Civil Rights Movement, the Cold War, and Vietnam all tested American unity,  but a new 
consensus on race and America’s place in the world developed, unifying most of the country by 1975

◦ A new Progressivism rose from the New Left of the 1960s to challenge this consensus

◦ Disillusioned with their country and believed that America had to be fundamentally transformed

◦ Need for justice, end to racism, empowerment of women and other marginalized people, and desire to 
achieve social justice especially, meant they had to be activists and seek change

◦ As humanists, were either a-religious or anti-religious: man as the measure of all things

◦ Critical Theory provided the necessary framework for understanding social problems and how to solve 
them

◦ The response of the new Conservatism, unlike Liberalism, was to resist rather than accept new 
ideas

◦ Believed that America deserved love and support as is:  did not believe that it needed to be transformed at all

◦ Only slowly began to see problems that needed “evolution” rather than “revolution”

◦ Concerned about the moral decline of America in the wake of the sexual revolution

◦ And anxious about the a-religious/anti-religious convictions of the New Left and its successor, Progressivism



All of this reflects deep differences in moral values

◦ Each directly contradicts the other

◦ Equality vs. Freedom

◦ Nurture vs. Nature

◦ Power:  neutral vs. corrupting

◦ The rule of law vs. the right to resist…only when it is your side

◦ And of course, what is the source of morality?

◦ For Conservatives, it is Jewish-Christian values

◦ For Progressives, it is humanist values

◦ The problem of polarization is therefore a philosophical, ideological, and 

religious one



What can be done—what will be done

1. Understanding the other through dialog and 
education

2. Compromise, finding common ground, working 
together when possible

3. Elections and legal mechanisms to stop the other 

side’s agenda

3.5

4. Resistance and irregular warfare/COIN

5. Succession, Civil War






